Subject: Your application for access to documents (2024/2423)

Dear Madam Baumgartner,

We refer to your request for access to European Commission documents registered on 11/05/24 under the above-mentioned reference number.

We enclose a copy of the documents requested.

You may reuse public documents, which have been produced by the European Commission or by public and private entities on its behalf based on the Commission Decision on the reuse of Commission documents. You may reuse the documents disclosed free of charge and for non-commercial and commercial purposes provided that the source is acknowledged and that you do not distort the original meaning or message of the documents. Please note that the Commission does not assume liability stemming from the reuse.

The documents were drawn up for internal use under the responsibility of the relevant service of the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion. They solely reflect the service’s interpretation of the interventions made and do not set out any official position of the third parties to which the documents refer, which were not consulted on the content. They do not reflect the position of the Commission and cannot be quoted as such.

Yours faithfully,

Frank Siebern-Thomas
Head of Unit